Sarasvati (mleccha) hieroglyphs (Indus Script)
Part 1a
Abstract

About 4000 epigraphs have been discovered as related to the Saravati-Sindhu (Harappa)
Civilization. About 2000 archaeological sites (that is, 80% of the total number of 2600 sites)
are found on the banks of River Sarasvati (Ghaggar). Epigraphs have been discovered only
on 42 sites. The epigraphs use pictorial signs and pictorial motifs. Treating these as pictorial
writing, the glyphs are read as hieroglyphs. Because the majority of the civilization sites are
on the Sarasvati River basin, Indus Script epigraphs are referred to as Sarasvati hieroglyphs.
These are read as the repertoire of mints, smithy and metalsmiths using mleccha (meluhha),
the spoken language of the linguistic area of Bharatam from circa 6500 BCE to the presentday.

Discovery sites of Sarasvati hieroglyphs

Over 45 sites where objects with epigraphs have been discovered – dated circa 3300 BCE to
1500 BCE. The Sarasvati hieroglyph discovery sites extend from Tepe Gawra on Tigris river
on the west to Alamgirpur on Yamuna river on the east; from Altin Tepe in the north -- east
of Caspian Sea (south of Turkmenistan) to Maski on Krishna river on the south.

Neolithic and Harappan period
settlements in the cradle of the Sarasvati
Civilization. The delta area is now called
Rann of Kutch. [After KS ValdiyaError!
Bookmark not defined., 2002, Fig. 1.3]

In 2006, a stone celt with Sarasvati
hieroglyphs has been discovered on the
banks of Kaveri river (Sembiyan
Kandiyur). Two ingots with Sarasvati
hieroglyphs have also been discovered in
a shipwreck in Haifa (Mediterranean).
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Old Indic or Proto-Bharatiya Lingua Franca or parole (spoken tongue)

There are hundreds of lexical isolates attested in ‘Indo-Aryan’ which are not found in other
branches of Indo-European. These are clearly a substratum layer of Old Indic which was
spoken by the people of Bharat on the Sarasvati-Sindhu river basins and on the coastal
settlements of Sindhu sa_gara (Arabian Sea). Some of these people were called Meluhhan in
Mesopotamian texts. The Austroasiatic components of this substratum have to be resolved
further in the context of (1) ancestors of Brahui and Elamite; and (2) other Austroasiatic
groups such as those in the Brahmaputra (Lohitya)-Meghna-Barak river basins and around
the Bay of Bengal.

The lingua franca (or parole, spoken tongue) of Bharat circa 5000 years ago is hypothesized
as a continuum of dialects, evolving in tandem with the cultural setting and technological
innovations.

There is evidence of a substrate language of anient Sumer; this language could be located in
Bha_rata in the contemporaneous Sarasvati-Sindhu civilization ca. 3500 -2500 BCE. Like the
influence of Celtic on ancient Gaul, Sumerian shows signs of a substrate language in the use
of professional names such as sanga 'priest', simug 'blacksmith'; craftsman like nangar
'carpenter', a:gab 'leather worker'; agricultural terms, like engar 'farmer', apin 'plow' and absin
'furrow'. ur 'millstone' (Sumerian); ur-al 'mortar' (Ta.); ulu_khala (Skt.) ili 'sesame'
(Sumerian), ellu/u_lu 'sesame oil' (Akkadian); el., el.l.u 'Sesamum indicum' (Ta.); tila, jartila 'sesame' (Vedic)(Blazek, V. and C. Boisson, The Diffusion of Agricultural Terms from
Mesopotamia. Archiv

Orientalni 60, 1992, 16-37) It is possible that IE *kwe-kw-lo-

‘wheel’ may be related to Sumerian gilgul 'wheel'; (GIS-); gigir 'wagon'. a_n.i which occurs
in the R.gveda as ‘lynch pin’ is considered foreign to both Dravidian and Vedic. IE rota
‘rotate’ may also relate to urut.t.u ‘roll’; urul. ‘roll’ (Ta.) tambira = copper (Pkt.) tibira =
merchant (Akkadian)

Epigraphs are not names of ‘owners’

Though the corpus is limited, it is notable that there is a substantial number of duplicate
inscriptions; this is confirmed from the recent report of excavations at Harappa (1993 to 1995
and 2000 seasons). Obviously, the inscriptions do not represent ‘names’ of owners. The
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inscriptions could simply be ‘functions’ performed by or the ‘professional title’ of the person
who carried the inscribed object on his or her wrist (or as a pendant attached to a necklace) or
the list of objects he/she was invoicing for trade (as bill of lading or simply possessions of
property items listed).

Bharatiya tradition continues in copperError! Bookmark not defined. plate inscriptions
and neolithic pottery motifs

The Sohgaura copper plate refers to a pair of kos.t.ha_ga_ra (dva_ra kot.t.haka); the two
storehouses described as tri-garbha (i.e. having three rooms) are illustrated on line 1. (Fleet,
JRAS, 1907). The illustrations indicate that the three rooms are
in three storeys, with supporting pillars clearly seen. The
inscription refers to the junction of three highways named
Manavati, in two villages called Dasilimita and Usagama. The
storehouses were made at this junction for the goods of people
using the highways, which are indicated in line 3 by mentioning
the three places to and from which they led. One of the names give is reognized by Fleet as
Chanchu. (Fleet, JRAS, 63, 1894 proceedings, 86, plate, IA 25. 262; cf. Sohgaura copper
plate/B.M. Barua. The Indian Historical Quarterly, ed. Narendra Nath Law. Reprint. 41)
Some glyphs on line 1: kut.hi = tree; rebus: kut.hi = smelting furnace; kos.t.ha_ga_ra =
storehouse; s'u_la = spear; cu_l.a = kiln; kan.d.kanka = rim of jar; rebus: copper furnace;
bat.a = quail; rebus: kiln.

--contd. hieroglyphs1b
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